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PRIME MINISTER'S SPEECH TO THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY

You mentioned to me that the Prime Minister would like more detail
on science to be included in her speech to the United Nations
General Assembly. We have now received replies from Sir John Mason,
John Knill and Peter Wadhams of the Scott Polar Institute-776m we
consulted at the Prime Minister's request. Copies of their letters
are attached in full although we have also distilled the most
interesting and relevant elements into a form which might be
included in the Prime Minister's speech. This summary is attached
below.

The Prime Minister was also concerned that her speech needed to be
more positive about domestic initiatives. We have worked up some
extra ideas which are e ose wi this letter. We have since
received your letter of 26 October and we are already pursuing the
suggestions it contains with other departments. On the specific
point on which you requested information for the weekend - the new
Shell process - I attach a separate note which sets out what the
Department of Energy know about this scheme.

You will wish to know that my Secretary of State intends to work on
the text himself and to produce a revised draft next Tuesday evening
or Wednesday.



I am copying this to the private secretaries to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer; the Foreign Secretary; the Secretaries of State for
Trade and Industry, Energy and Transport; the Minister of
Agriculture and the Minister of State (Overseas Development).

R BRIGHT
Private Secretary
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PRIME MINISTER'S SPEECH TO THE UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY

SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION

Ozone De letion

(end para 7)

British scientists continue to take a leading role in the vital

task of understanding how the polar regions influence the climate

of our planet. The latest data from British researchers in the

Antarctic shows that we were right to take the warnings

seriously. As I speak we are entering a spring ozone depletion

which is as deep as, if not deeper than, the worst depletion to

date. It completely reverses the recovery observed last year and

urges on us the need to strengthen measures to protect the ozone

layer.

Climate Chan e

(insert in para 8)

Much remains uncertain about the causes and effects of climate

change. Further work helps our understanding by revealing the

complexity of the systems which influence our climate. Latest

work by British scientists is finding new factors which

contribute to climate change. We now have evidence that the

plankton which forms one of the basic elements of the food

chain in the ocean may also play a role in modifying the

concentration of greenhouse gases. There must be a real risk that

global warming could enduce mechanisms in the oceans which would

further increase the concentrations of carbon dioxide.



Recent thinning of the sea ice over a large part of the Arctic

provides evidence of a radical change in the pattern of surface

currents. Although there is as yet no proof of thinning in the

Antarctic ice the latest data shows that the first-year ice which

forms the bulk of the Antarctic sea ice cover is remarkably thin

and would probably be unable to sustain significant atmospheric

warming without melting. The consequences of this do not stop at

a rise in sea level, devastating enough in itself. Sea ice

separates the ocean from the atmosphere over an area of more than

30 million sq km. It reflects most of the solar radiation falling

on it, so helping to cool the Earth's surface. If its area were

reduced the warming of the Earth would be accelerated due to the

extra absorption of radiation by the ocean. The lesson to be

learnt from these phenomena is that global environmental change

resulting from man's activities may have the possibility of self-

acceleration A further example of this is to be found in the

tropical forests. A recent study by our Meteorological Office in

which the whole Amazonian rainforest was removed in their climate

model showed that rainfall over the whole area was reduced by

about 10% and smaller climatic changes were perceptible much

farther afield. This suggests that large-scale deforestation may

affect climate directly, as well as causing an increase in carbon

dioxide. We must as a matter of urgency improve our understanding

of the many factors which influence our climate and our ability

to predict future changes.
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TO: D J FISK, DEPT OF ENVIRONMENT. FAX NO. 61-276-8355.
FROM: DR P WADRAMS, AT SEA "POLARSTERN". FAX NO 00871-1120543.
URGENT - PLEASE DELIVER TO DR FISK TODAY. 2/o4,-Az4

Dear Dr Fisk,
Thank you for your letter of 16 October, transmitting the

Prime Minister's request for ideas relevant to her forthcoming speech on
global environmental issues to the UN General Assembly. I received the
letter by fax today aboard this ship, and I enclose a reply as follows,

FS "Polarstern". At sea, Antarctic Ocean. 23 October.
Dear Prime Minister,

Thank you very much for your invitation to submit
ideas relevant to your forthcoming speech to the United Nations General
Assembly. My office faxed the letter to me today aboard ship, so please
excuse the haste of my reply.

In the polar regions today we are seeing what may be early signs of
man-induced climatic chan e. Data now coming in from Halley Bay ana from
instrnments carried aboard the ship on which I am sailing show that we are
entering a spring ozone depletion 1-7iiiiraigThp as,-2 not deeper than,
the depletion in the worst year to date (1987). It completely reverses the
recovery obse . The lowest recording aboard this ship is 150
Do son units for ozone total content during September, compared with 300
for the same season in a "normal" year.

In the Arctic we found that in 1987 the sea ice over a Large region
north of Greenland was significantly thinner than in an earlier survey in
1976, amounting to a 15% loss in average thickness over an area of 300,000
scrim (twice the area of Great Britain). ff not a sign of warming this is
at least a sign of a radical change in the pattern of surface curren.
which normally drive the ice towards t e coast of Greenland and pile it
into pressure ridges. In the Antarctic we have not found evidence of
thinning during our present ex-Te7fOon, but our data confirm that the
first-year ice which forms the bulk of the Antarctic sea ice cover is
remarkably thin (only 50-80 cm thick) and so is probably unable to sustain
a significant atmospheric warming without melting.

Sea ice is a thin and delicate skin separating the ocean from the
atmosphere over an area of more than 30 million sq kin. It reflects most of
the solar rad• 'on fallin on it, so helping to cool the planet's
surface. If its area were reduced the warming of the Earth would be
accelerated due to the extra absorption of radiation by the ocean. Sea ice
also takes part in a complex set of interactions with the ocean, including
the production of "bottom water" by the sinking of surface water which has
been made more dense by the addition of salt from freezing. This sinking
carries CO2 into the deep ocean. If this process were to cease the world
would lose one of its major oceanic CO2 sinks, again accelerating
greenhouse warming.

While the stability of the great continental ice sheets which cover
Antarctica and Greenland is not seriously doubted, there have certainly
been unusual events recently. Both in 1986 and 1987 there were break-outs
of giant icebergs (up to 80 miles long) from the ice shelves in the Ross
and Weddell Seas, carrying away a volume of ice many times that normally
calved in a year from the entire coastline of Antarctica.

The lesson of these polar processes is that an environmental or
climatic changed produced by Man may take on a self-sustaining or
"runaway" quality because of positive feedbacks which are not weakened by

RIE E  •=• 2r1 1 i 20547 , 27, 1.?:.29 17: 17
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countervailing restraints. The effects may therefore be greater than one
would expect from the magnitude of the original cause. The change may also
be irreversible: an ice cover once removed may be difficult to
re-establish, just as the creation of new desert by the expansion of the
Sahara may be a process that cannot be reversed.

The polar regions are only one of the "indicator areas" of the world
in which the climatic effects of our interference with the environment may
be detected. But they are especially important because the magnitude of
the warming is expected to be greatest at high latitudes, so that the
polar regions may provide the earliest evidence of significant change
taking place.

I would like to  suggest an  idea here. A valuable role which we as a
nation could play, in collaboration with the other great scientific
nations of the developed world, would be to undei-7-t--.z ---tke-ire monitoring of
the climate-related processes and chtmses which are occurring in the polar
regions, in or er to take advantage of the opportunity which this early
warning offers. The job of moffMling would be a major one, including work '
on the atmospheric and oceanic circulations, sea ice extent and thickness,
changes inia—sheets, and ass<70ated biological changes. The whole
project could be called a "World Polar Watch", and it would provide unique
opportunities for fruitful international collaboration, including an

i

_—
important role for the developing countries of the South. In the Arctic
the work of the World Polar Watch would necessarily be carried out by
developed nations with scientific interests there, perhaps through the
newly-established International Arctic Sciences Committee which would
offer new scope for collaborations involving the USSR. In the Antarctic
the work could be carried out through SCAR (the Scientific Committee for
Antarctic Research) and could involve those developing nations which have
joined the Antarctic Treaty system and SCAR but which at present lack an
inspiring scientific role. _Here the World Polar Watch offers a wonderful
opportunity for a genuine unification of effort and partnership between
North and South, with a goal which is important to both.

While working down here for the past six weeks I have been conscious
that even the Antarctic Ocean is not a dead sea of ice, but is itself full
of life - penguins, seals, whales and petrels. The rest of our planet, and
the precious life that it contains, may be able to benefit from the vital
information that these regions have to offer,

Yours sincerely,

Prkav w
Dr Peter Wadhams,

Q.)
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*Tolle Norwegian Academy 	 The Royal Swedish Academyf Science and Letters of Sciences

SURFACE WATER ACIDIFICATION PROGRAMME

Programme Director:
SIR JOHN MASON. C.B., D.Sc.. F.R.S.,
Centre for Environmental Technology,
Imperial College of Science and Technology,
48 Prince's Gardens.
London, SW7 1LU

Tel: 01-589 5111 ext. 7203
Telex: 261503, IMPCOL G
Telegrams: IMPCOL. London SW7

18  October,  1989

Dr. D. J. Fisk
Chief Scientist
Department of the Environment
Romney House
43  Marsham Street
London SW1P  3PY

In reply to your letter of 16 October, this is the best
I can do in  48  hours.

I have just written a more comprehensive review of the
Greenhouse Effect which will be published during the next  3
months. I can send you a typescript if you wish, but you
may find this summary adequate.

I sent the Prime Minister a personal copy of the Royal
Society booklet on the subject, which she has read. It
contained the written evidence we submitted to the House of
Lords Select Committee.
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NOTES FOR PRIME MINISTER'S SPEECH TO UNITED NATIONS

SIR JOHN MASON

The attached note on The Greenhouse Effect summarizes the

status of current knowledge and understanding of the climatic

changes that may result from continuing increases in the

atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse-gases.

The large uncertainties in the predictions of the magnitude

and timing of these effects can be reduced only by improvements in

the climate models which, in turn, require a major international

effort to acquire adequate observations from the atmosphere and

the oceans.

The Prime Minister may care to emphasize:

the leading role which the U.K. plays in climate modelling

and its readiness to receive scientists from abroad to

work in the new Climate Centre of the Meteorological

Office;

the U.K. contribution to international observing prog-

rammes such as the World Climate Programme, the World

Ocean Circulation Experiment and the Joint Global Ocean

-
Fluxes Study and to encourage other nations to partici-

pate as fully as possible.

These scientific programmes should proceed in parallel by

studies of the likely economic and social impact of possible

climate changes on different sectors of the economy, e.g., energy

-1-



agriculture, forestry, coastal defence, etc., with a view to

devising adaptive measures such as energy conservation and

substitution, introduction of new crops, breeding of more suitable

cultivars, changes in land use, better management of soils and

identification of natural and semi-natural plant communities that

may be subject to new pressures.

Attempts should be made to develop adaptive strategies and

contingency plans designed to minimize the impacts of the climatic

changes with a reasonable balance between risk and cost.

For example:

Coastal defences could be planned and designed to be

implemented in incremental fashion, enhanced construc-

tion being matched to the perceived threat as this

develops, but phased over several decades.

The impact on agriculture could be reduced by the

introduction of a wider variety of crops and the

breeding of new varieties and strains with greater

resistance to drought, frost, disease, etc.

As regards large-scale deforestation, this may affect climate

directly, apart from causing an increase in carbon dioxide. The

Prime Minister may like to refer to the recent Meteorological

Office study in which the whole Amazonian rainforest was removed

in their climate model with the result that the rainfall over the

whole area was reduced by about 10 per cent whilst smaller
_ •

climatic changes were perceptible much farther afield.

-2-



THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT

SIR JOHN MASON

The greenhouse gases, especially water vapour and carbon dioxide,

play a crucial role in regulating the temperature of the Earth and its

atmosphere. In the absence of these gases, the average surface

temperature would be -190C instead of the present value of +150C, and

the Earth would be a frozen, lifeless planet. There is now concern
__—

that atmospheric temperatures will rise further, due to the steadily

increasing concentration of 002 resulting largely from the burning of
••     • •••••..

fossil fuels. The concentration is now 27% higher than that which

prevailed before the industrial revolution, and is increasing at 0.5%

p•a• It is expected to reach double the 1860 value during the second

half of the next century. Recently we have become aware that other

strongly absorbing gases, notably methane, nitrous oxide, ozone and

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are adding to the greenhouse warming and

may, by the middle of the next century, contribute about half as much

again as the doubling of 002.

Higher temperatures will be accompanied by changes in other climate

parameters such as precipitation, cloudiness, soil moisture, snow cover

and may, eventually, result in significant melting of the ice sheets

and hence a rise in sea level. Just when the atmospheric

concentration of carbon-dioxide will reach double the pre-industrial

page 1



about half of the CO2 that man emits into the atmosphere, as it has

done for the last 100 years, and if emissions continue to increase at

the current rate of 2 per cent a year, the atmospheric concentration

will double by about the year 2060.

The warming of the atmosphere by CO2 and the other greenhouse

gases will, however, be delayed by the oceans absorbing some of the

additional heat and releasing this again to the atmosphere only

slowly, probably on a time scale of 20-30 years. By the same token,

the greenhouse warming will be prolonged by the oceans continuing to

release heat long after any reductions in the emissions of greenhouse

gases have taken place.

The delay caused by the oceans is probably the main reason why

there is, as yet, no direct observational evidence of greenhouse

warming, although the 27% enhancement of CO2 since 1860 should have

produced an increase in the average global air temperature of about

0.5°C. Indeed, there is good evidence that temperatures have risen by

about 0.50C since 1900 but most of this rise occurred between 1900 and

1940 when CO2 was increasing at only one-fifth the current rate, and

there was actually a slight cooling between 1940 and 1970. It is true

that the last 4 years have been abnormally warm but all these changes

are most probably due to natural fluctuations and not due to the

greenhouse effect.

In the absence of direct evidence of a steady rise of temperature

due to the greenhouse gases, we have to rely on the predictions of

enormously complex computer models of the global climate. Such models

ha ve been developed only at three centres in the U.S.A. and in the U.K.

Meteorological Office. They have been remarkably successful in

simulating the present world climate and its seasonal and geographical

variations but, unfortunately, the differences between the various
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model predictions of the relatively small changes that will be caused

by the greenhouse effect are too large to provide firm guidance for

major policy decisions. This is largely because the model predictions

are very sensitive to how clouds and their interaction with the

incoming radiation from the sun and the outgoing radiation from the

earth are represented in the models.

Thus, until very recently, the Meteorological Office model

predicted rather larger increases in average global temperature and

rainfall than the U.S. models. For a doubling of carbon dioxide, the

Met. Office model predicted a temperature rise of 5.20C and an increase

in rainfall of 15 per cent, whereas the 3 U.S. models averaged 4.10C

and 12 per cent. However, the Met. Office has just published the

results of introducing into its model a much more realistic method of

computing the clouds and their radiative properties. This has reduced

the predicted greenhouse warming due to doubling of carbon dioxide from

5.2 to only 1.90C.

Since both sets of computations were made with a model which

couples the atmosphere to only a very crude model of the ocean, one

cannot have much confidence in the actual numerical value of either

prediction. Hcdever, continued improvement in model resolution- and

model physics should cause the predictions of the different models to

converge and thereby narrow the range of uncertainty.

This will require several years of further model development,

especially in respect of the oceansiand much faster computers. Above

all, we shall need an adequate supply of global observations from both

the atmosphere and the oceans to feed and validate the models and to

monitor the actual changes in climate that may eventually manifest

themselves.
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Estimates of effects of greenhouse warming on the rise in

sea-level are also subject to a good deal of uncertainty. Changes in

the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are likely to be rather small

and to largely cancel each other. The largest contributions over the
_

next 50 years are likely to be made by the melting of glaciers at small

ice caps and, especially, by thermal expansion of the ocean waters.
—

If greenhouse warming of the air reaches 2.20C by the year 2050, the

best current estimate is that sea level will rise by 33 cm. If the

temperature continues to increase and reach 4.20 by the end of the next

century, the sea level rise may double to 66 cm - substantial and
--ammuns.

serious, but a great deal less than some greatly exaggerated claims.

page 1
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RECOVERY OF CO2 FROM FLUE GAS

The Department of Energy have consulted Shell about the suggestion in No.10's---
letter that Shell are developing technology for liquefying carbon dioxide.

Shell have won the contract to build a 350MWe gasifier combined cycle plant for

a utility in the Netherlands (at Buggenum). It is due on stream in 1993 but

there are no plans to remove the CO2 by a shift reaction after the gasifier

stage. Shell and others have in the past sponsored paper studies to look at the

possibilities of such a technology but have not gone beyond that.

There is a pilot project in California, being run by an American energy research

organisation, which converts CO2 into liquid form, but this is at present very

small.
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PRIME MINISTER'S SPEECH TO THE UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY

ADDITIONAL DOMESTIC INITIATIVES

Green Bill 


We do not have to wait for international negotiations to tackle

all our environmental problems. Many issues require action at the

national, local and individual level. To meet this challenge we

in the UK will shortly introduce a major piece of new legislation

to strengthen environmental protection. This will establish a new

approach to environmental protection called integrated pollution

control. It considers all types of industrial emissions, whether

to air, water or land, as part of the same process and determines

the best practicable environmental option in each case.

Integrated pollution control is a pioneering but practical

approach and we will be happy to advise others who wish to follow

our example. We will also introduce tighter regulations on waste

disposal and controls over the release of genetically manipulated

organisms to ensure that fear of the latest scientific

discoveries is replaced by trust in their potential benefit. We

will also give each citizen the power to demand anenvironment

free from litter. Some of these problems are by no means global

in their impact but they are of very great concern to people and

unless every one of us is willing and able to put our own house,

and its immediate environment, in order we cannot hope to tackle

the more serious challenges which face us.



Recycling

We aim to recycle at least 50% of our household waste by the end

of the century. To meet this ambitious target we need more

efficient waste management and better design of products to

minimise the waste produced. We must bring an end to the throw-

away society if we are to avoid reducing our planet to a giant

rubbish tip.

Ener Efficienc

Energy efficiency saves money and saves our environment. In the

UK we aim to stimulate savings of over £0.5 billion a year. So

that everyone can contribute to this effort and save money we are

supporting insulation of housing for people on low incomes and

providing advice to industry. We will also introduce better

standards for insulation in new buildings which should result in

a 20% improvement in energy savings.

Air Pollution

The UK fully recognises its responsibilities to its neighbours.

ike them we produce some pollution which travels beyond our own

national frontiers. To reduce acid rain we will be carrying out a

£2 billion programme of improvements to reduce emissions of

sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides from our power stations.

We have agreed in Europe tough standards to reduce the emissions

of polluting gases from cars. But we are also urging our European

Community partners to go further and develop measures to reduce

vehicle emissions of carbon dioxide, the major greenhouse gas.

2



Water Pollution

Over the past ten years my government has developed the principle

that the regulation of industry must be separate from its

commercial operation. This is a necessity if we are to adequately

protect our environment. In England and Wales we have set up a

new body to control water pollution called the National Rivers

Authority. Safe drinking water and proper disposal of sewage are

basic concerns for all of us. In the UK our water industry will

spend £18 billion over the next 10 years to improve the service

to the consumer as well as the quality of the environment.

Agriculture 


Biological diversity is not just a matter for countries with

tropical rainforests. It has been estimated that old hedgerows in

Britain can contain as many as 300 species. To ensure that these

are not lost we are providing grants to encourage farmers to

adopt agricultural practices which will protect the landscape and

conserve valuable natural habitats.

Environmental Im act Assessments (raised by Prof Knill)

We have introduced regulations to ensure that all information

about the environmental impact of major new development projects

is collected and published and that those affected have an

opportunity to comment.

3
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IDEAS FOR INCLUSION IN THE PRIME MINISTER'S SPEECH TO THE UNITED
NATIONS - AUTUMN 1989

An 1.(,Ii.lested in your letter of ie.) October, I attach idea,s from NERC
fof inclusion. in t:his. speech. After a general introduction, they
ore ordered under' the themes you Fh.Iggested. Specific examples huve
I...wen provided where it is thought they would be helpful. They are
!rt:' out in itad cu , while the main text is conventionally printed.
I have co-orgin6te0 this response in Professor Khiil's F.M.Eence on
bairles. Should he wish to m2Jhe any luIther commi,7,.nt, this will ha
pased to you as soon a:F: posible 0:1 Monday

afe, ot couIse, happy to help should you IlUed 7:al:the"-
Intortion on any point,
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SUUMISSION FROM THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL FOR POSSIB,
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